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Oct. 25, 1996
UM GATHERING FOCUSES ON TRIBAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
MISSOULA -
Economic development on Montana and Wyoming Indian reservations will be the focus of a 
daylong planning session at The University of Montana—Missoula Tuesday, Oct. 29.
The meeting, which begins at 8:30 a.m. in the Montana Rooms of the University Center, is 
designed to improve the relationship between lenders and tribes and improve the climate for 
economic development on Indian reservations, law Associate Professor Ray Cross said. The 
program is hosted by the UM School of Law’s Indian Law Clinic and the Federal Reserve banks 
of Kansas City and Minneapolis.
Interested individuals are invited to attend all or part of the meeting, Cross said, noting that 
community input is welcome and encouraged. He said he expects about 50 participants, including 
tribal leaders, planners and attorneys from most of Montana’s seven reservations.
Speakers will include Stephen Cornell, a sociologist at the University of California at San 
Diego, Warm Springs tribal planner John Halliday and Blackfeet Nation Chairman Earl Old 
Person, who will open and close the session. A draft model commercial code, developed by UM’s 
Indian Law Clinic for adaptation by tribes, will be unveiled.
Cornell will present the keynote address, "Building Tribal Legal Infrastructure for 
Economic Development in Indian Country," at 8:55 a.m. At 9:55 a.m., Federal Reserve Bank 
representatives Sharon Blevins and Margaret Tyndall will discuss "Legal Codes and Their
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Relationship to Banks’ Ability to Serve Reservation Communities."
A tribal judges’ panel discussion, "The Positive Effect of Code Development and Creation 
of Tribal Common Law on Tribal Justice Systems," is scheduled for 10:30 a.m ., followed at 11 
a.m. by a session on "Assessing the Possibilities for Uniform Tribal Codes." Halliday will discuss 
"Innovations in Tribal Economic Development Strategies" during the noon hour.
The afternoon will be devoted to discussions of Code Development Project issues. 
Representatives of each reservation will be selected to serve on a steering committee to 
work with the Indian Law Clinic on code development.
The planning session will lay the groundwork for a three-day conference planned for 
next April.
For more information, call Indian Law Clinic Director Malinn Smith, (406) 243-2544.
m
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